
  

 

Abstract— Medical robotics plays an increasingly important 

role in minimally invasively surgery (MIS), where access is 

usually through a small incision on the body. This paper 

introduces the conceptual design of a compact MIS robot that 

integrates a continuum manipulator with remote 

center-of-motion (RCM) mechanism. This robotic system allows 

surgical instruments to enhance the dexterity inside the 

patient’s body ‒ a desirable feature in MIS and potentially 

improving the safety. We derive the integrated kinematics of the 

entire system, describing both positions and orientations of the 

end-effector in the global coordinate system. Simulations are 

conducted in MATLAB to analyze the reachable workspace of 

the entire system and its separate subsystems. The comparisons 

highlight the “dexterous operation area” of the proposed system 

and its ability of local orientation adjustment. Finally, an 

overview of preliminary tests with a 3D-printed prototype 

validating the design is given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the last two decades robotics has contributed lots of new 
treatment options to conventional surgical procedures [1], [2]. 
Many task-orientated surgical robots have been developed and 
they effectively boosted the advancement of minimally 
invasive surgery (MIS) techniques. First, the MIS-specialized 
mechanism designs enable an increased maneuverability in 
the confined MIS environments; further, the robotic features 
enhance the precision and repeatability of MIS operations. 
Particularly, continuum manipulators as a type of newly 
emerged robotic design offer great potential in their 
applications for medical usage [3], [4]. They are also called 
flexible manipulators and inspired by elephant trunks, snakes 
and octopus tentacles which possess unique advantages in 
terms of flexibility, dexterity, safety, and reduced weight [5]. 
Recently, there is an increasing trend of rigid straight shafts of 
medical devices being evolved into steerable tips such as 
flexible endoscope and laparoscopic tools; besides, flexible 
robot manipulators developed for specific surgical 
applications also spring up, such as concentric tube robots [6] 
and multi-backbone snake-like robots [7]. The history of the 
continuum manipulator and the current stage of knowledge in 
this field have been presented in review paper [8]. 
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Robotic surgery is the application of engineering 
principles to surgical procedures. The goal of robotics here is 
not to take the robot to replace the surgeon, but to assist the 
surgeon in carrying out surgical procedures. The remote 
center-of-motion (RCM) mechanism is a general term of a 
class of MIS-specialized mechanisms [9]. It not only provides 
a pivoting 4-degree-of-freedom (DOF) motion centered at the 
small incision to fulfil functional requirements, but also can 
avoid the fulcrum point shifting due to control failure based on 
its own structural constraints. Therefore, RCM mechanisms 
have often been applied to single-port access (SPA) surgery. 

There are many different types of mechanisms that can 
provide an RCM. The parallelogram-type mechanism is the 
most commonly used RCM mechanism [10]. The 
representative commercialized surgical robot ‒ da Vinci 
system (Intuitive®) ‒ is embedded with this parallelogram-type 
RCM mechanism. Other RCM mechanism types (such as 
spherical linkage [11], parallel mechanism, gimbal, etc.) and 
the examples of their embodied MIS robots are explicitly 
summarized in [9]. It is concluded that in the phase of 
kinematic design of RCM mechanisms researchers mainly 
concern these aspects of safety, workspace volume, DOF, 
decoupled motion, etc. Usually an RCM mechanism acts as 
the laparoscope holder or attach other detachable grippers [12] 
‒ [14]. Its reachable workspace encompasses a cone-like 3D 
area and is always restricted to the RCM point. 

In this paper, inspired by the design concept of 
macro-micro manipulator system [15], we propose a compact 
MIS robot that integrates a flexible continuum manipulator 
[16] with an RCM mechanism. It achieves both overall safe 
pivoting motion and local steering dexterity of surgical 
instruments. Furthermore, the continuum manipulator part and 
RCM mechanism part are fully actuated such that the 
kinematic redundancy leads the robot to reach the targeted 
position in more than one possible orientations. The entire 
system fulfils functional requirement of providing an RCM 
point and also enhances the manipulator’s mobility especially 
for providing the ability of local orientation adjustment. 

The continuum manipulator used in this system is based on 
the previous work [16]. Here, we decrease its diameter into 15 
mm with an improved planar spring design, thus fitting a 
standard trocar port. The current prototype is 3D printed using 
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) plastic material, but it 
limited the further miniaturization. Smaller size structures can 
be made of other elastic metallic materials, which will enable 
the applications towards minimally invasive operations 
through small portals. The novelty of this design is embodied 
in three curved legs suspending the central platform. It is this 
curved leg that has the potential to create a more compact 
planar spring design than the previous straight beam. More 
details of the continuum manipulator design will be seen in 
Section II. 
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II. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 

A. Continuum Manipulator Design 

The continuum manipulator design utilizes the concept of 
linking multiple layers of planar springs [17] in series, which 
has been previously proposed in [16]. The bending of this type 
of continuum manipulator is based on the compliance of the 
planar spring. Each planar spring consists of a central platform, 
three curved legs, and a ring base [17]; they are indicated in 
Fig. 1. Two layers of planar springs construct a modular 
segment and this double-layer segmented design allows the 
length of the continuum manipulator to be easily changed. The 
curved legs are the flexible members, while other parts 
(central platform and outer frame) are theoretically rigid. 
Tendons (fishing line) through the tendon channel at the 
periphery are employed to actively actuate (bend or contract) 
the entire stack. The pulling force is exerted to the distal 
spring’s platform, which will be transmitted to the proximal 
bottom support, and the load is distributed to each layer of 
planar spring generating local motions, thus the robot 
manipulator is articulated and bends continuously. 

This new linked robot manipulator has demonstrated 
several advantages: it avoids all friction between the 
components of adjacent links; the construction is optimized to 
simplify control and allowing linear predictable bending even 
for large bends; the deformation utilizes the movability of the 
planar spring’s central platform for each with two rotational 
DOFs and one extra DOF to allow the manipulator’s 
contraction, effectively decoupling bending from contraction. 

 
 

Figure 1. Schematics of the curved-leg planar spring (left), and continuum 

structure assembly (middle). The bending deformation of two double-layer 
modular segments is illustrated (right); a twist deformation T and a general 

wrench W on the central platform are located. 

B. Spherical Linkage RCM Design 

As introduced above, an RCM mechanism is used to 
perform pivoting 4-DOF motions based on the mechanical 
constraint; they are 3-DOF rotations centered at the minimally 
invasive incision point and 1-DOF translation passing through 
it into the patient’s body. In many cases, spherical linkage 
mechanisms are commonly utilized to accomplish this desired 
motion [11], [18]. In spherical linkage mechanisms, all the 
linkages rotate about the center of the sphere and all the axes 
of joints intersect at the center of the sphere. Hence, this 
characteristic of spherical linkage mechanisms provides an 
ideally mechanical and physical constraint for the pivoting 
motion centered at the minimally invasive incision point. 
Furthermore, compare to other RCM mechanisms, such as 
parallel mechanisms and parallelograms [9], [10], in theory 

there is no need for a designer to add extra linkages into the 
spherical mechanism type of RCM mechanisms in order to 
maintain the pivoting motion. It is compact in terms of the 
criterion that the base frame is close to the incision point [12], 
[19]. Hence, this type of RCM mechanisms can provide a 
large operating space for the surgeons to avoid undesired 
collisions and less self-occupied space. Besides, it is 
simple-constructed and lightweight, thus easier to design and 
in some aspects reducing the control complexity in force 
feedback control system due to its small inertia. 

Here, in the case for a general purpose surgical robot, a 
3-bar linkage spherical mechanism (Link 1 acts as the rack of 
the mechanism in Fig. 2) is utilized to achieve the function of 
an RCM mechanism, where the pivoting point is exactly the 
sphere center. The conceptual design is illustrated in Fig. 2: 
two DOFs for rotary motions are actuated by motors; one DOF 
for the spinning motion and another one for translation 
currently are manual-adjusted but will be renovated with 
spinning and linear motors for next generation of design. 

 

Figure 2. The conceptual design of a spherical linkage RCM mechanism with 

a continuum manipulator mounted for illustration. 

III. KINEMATICS 

A. Coordinate Systems and Problem Formulation 

The RCM mechanism provides pivoting 4-DOF motions. 
As shown in Fig. 3, the global coordinate system 

o o o oo x y z is established in the center of this open-chain 

spherical linkage mechanism and the o oy z plane coincides 

with the equatorial plane. And then for convenience, other 

local coordinate systems i i i io x y z ( i = 1, 2, 3) are 

established on each actuated joints in sequence and all the 

origins io  are placed at the coordinate system’s origin ‒ the 

center of the sphere. Axes iz are collinear with the axes of the 

joint i and point to the outside of the spherical surface; axes 

iy share the same direction with the cross product 1i iz z ; 

axes ix complete the right-handed coordinate systems, 

respectively. In particular, the axis oz is collinear with the 

axis 1z and shares the same direction; the axis 3y is in 

consistency with the axis 2y . As to the continuum manipulator, 

the local coordinate system c c c co x y z is attached to the 

interface between the rigid shaft and the flexible continuum 
manipulator part (see Fig. 4). It is a moving coordinate system 

translating along the axis 3z and the offset position of its origin 



  

co coincides with the origin 3o , i.e. the center of the spherical 

mechanism. For simplicity, the axes cy and 3y are overlapping 

in the case and the axis cz is collinear with the axis 3z but in 

opposite directions. 

 

Figure 3. The simplified sketch of the proposed RCM mechanism attached 

with coordinate systems. 

 

 

Figure 4. The sketch of the spatial bending configuration with the local 

coordinate system c c c co x y z . 

Here, in the study of kinematics of the proposed robot, we 
consider two kinds of spaces ‒ the operational space of 
end-effector and the configuration space of the mechanism, 
and the kinematic modeling is a static geometrical problem of 
computing the mutual relation between them. The 
end-effector is supposed to be mounted to the tip of the 
flexible continuum manipulator, thus the position and 
orientation will be considered with respect to the continuum 
manipulator tip for a general study. To avoid a complexed 
calculation, we do not consider the active contraction of the 
continuum manipulator in the following analysis. 

B. Coordinate System Transformation 

The motion of this RCM mechanism is determined by 

controlling four parameters, which are defined as 1 , 2 , θ 

and d. 1 and 2  are the two rotations about the axes 1z and 2z ; 

θ denotes the spinning angle of the shaft and d represents its 

translation. The angle 1 between the axes 1z and 2z and the 

angle 2 between the axes 2z and 3z are both constant values 

and depend on the linkage design parameters of this spherical 

linkage RCM mechanism. 

Suppose a vector e in local coordinate system 

3 3 3 3o x y z to be transformed to global coordinate 

system o o o oo x y z . The following product of the rotation 

matrices in series is derived to achieve such operation [20]: 

1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )      R R R R Rz y z y            (1) 

where 1 1( , )R z denotes the 3-by-3 rotation matrix to perform 

a rotation 1 about the axis 1z , in three dimensions, using the 

right hand rule. Other rotation matrices are represented in the 

same way in Eq. (1). The columns of the obtained rotation 

matrix R are the unit vectors of the local coordinate system 

3 3 3 3o x y z written in global coordinate system o o o oo x y z . 

Thus, the description of a vector e with respect to the 

global coordinate system o o o oo x y z can be derived by R·e. 

Besides, the transformation from the local coordinate system 

c c c co x y z to the local coordinate system 3 3 3 3o x y z is a 

simple rotational operator ( , )c R y . 

In order to find the map that relates the continuum 
manipulator’s configuration to its tip position and orientation, 
we firstly describe this relation in its local coordinate 

system c c c co x y z . 

The configuration space variable of the continuum 

manipulator is defined as  
T

k d , where k is the 

bending curvature; θ is the shaft’s spinning angle; d denotes 
the shaft’s translational displacement along spindle axis. In 
Fig. 4, the planar model of the continuum manipulator is 
illustrated. Given radius r = 1/k and bending angle λ = k·l, we 

thus have x = (1‒ cos(k·l))/k and z = sin(k·l)/k in the c cx z plane 

based on the trigonometry. After that, we rotate the planar 

model about the axis cz and obtain a spatial model as shown in 

Fig. 4. The derivation of spatial position coordinates of the 
continuum manipulator in the local coordinate system 

c c c co x y z is derived as follows 
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Rx z     (2) 

Then, we can derive this tip position in global coordinate 

system o o o oo x y z via the following calculation 

( , )c c  R Rx y x                             (3) 

In order to describe the tip orientation of the continuum 
manipulator, we first define two unit vectors: a is along the 

position vector  
T

c c cx y z d    and b is along the 

axis cz . Taking the cross product n = b × a and |n|=|b|·|a|·sinδ, 

we find their normal vector n and also have the angle δ 
between the vector b and the vector a. Rotate the unit vector a 
via Rodrigues' rotation formula [20] 

  Tcos +sin (1 cos )r          R I n n n         (4) 

where I is a 3×3 identity matrix; [n×] represents a 
skew-symmetric matrix spanned by the normal vector n. 
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Thus, the description of the tip orientation with respect to 

global coordinate system o o o oo x y z can be formulated via a 

direction vector 

( , )c r   R R Ry a                             (5) 

So far, both the position (Eq. (3)) and orientation (Eq. (5)) 
of the effector attached to the entire manipulator system in 
global coordinate system have been analytically formulated. 

IV. ANALYSIS 

A. Workspace Analysis 

In most conventional cases, the rigid instrument’s 
orientations are only achieved by rotating the hinged joints of 
the spherical linkage RCM mechanism, and the tip orientation 
cannot be adjusted locally. Here, with the compact 
combination of a continuum manipulator and an RCM 
mechanism, the workspace of the entire system not only 
becomes enlarged to a great extent, but also produces a 
“dexterous operation area”, where the manipulator system has 
redundant motion DOFs, i.e. each tip position in this area can 
be realized with more than one configurations. 

Figure 5 illustrates the tip workspace of the proposed 
manipulator system, which is simulated in MATLAB based 
on Eq. (3). The design parameters and control variables are 
assigned with the values that are listed in Tab. I. The total 
workspace volume is estimated by calculating its fitting 
cuboid as follows 

Vreachable = 160 mm ×160 mm × 120 mm × η = 2.15×106 mm3 

where η is the correction factor and in this case it is 
empirically set to be 0.7. 

Similarly, the volume of the “dexterous operation area” 

(fitted by the smaller cuboid in Fig. 5) is also estimated, 

which equals 1.73×106 mm3 when the correction factor takes 

the value of 1.2. It can be seen that the “dexterous operation 

area” makes up 80% of the total reachable workspace. Thus, 

the added kinematic redundancy allows the robotic system in 

almost the whole workspace to enhance the dexterity inside 

the patient’s body ‒ a desirable feature in MIS and potentially 

improving the safety. 

For further comparisons, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 respectively 
illustrate the workspace of a separate continuum manipulator 
with restricted translational displacements and a traditional 
spherical linkage RCM mechanism. The workspace in Fig. 6 
is plotted in MALTAB according to Eq. (2); the workspace in 

Fig. 7 is plotted according to the formula ( , )c   R Rx y d , 

which is similar to Eq. (3). 

TABLE I.  TABLE TYPE STYLES THE ASSIGNED VALUE/RANGE OF 

PARAMETERS/INPUT VARIABLES. 

Const. parameters Value Variables Range 

1  π/2 1  [‒π/4, π/4] 

2  π/4 2  [‒4π/5, 4π/5] 

l 50mm θ [0, 2π] 

radius of sphere 100mm λ (= k·l) [0, π] 

d [0, 50mm] 

 

       
Figure 5. The tip workspace (blue-color-dotted space) of the proposed 

manipulator system which integrates the continuum manipulator with the 

spherical linkage RCM mechanism. The volume of the reachable workspace is 

estimated by fitting it into a cuboid space. (Unit: mm) 

 
Figure 6. The tip workspace (cyan-color-dotted space) of the continuum 

manipulator only. The translated displacement is up to 50 mm (dmax). The area 
is fitted by a cylinder (radius is denoted by r) and a hemisphere. (Unit: mm) 

 
Figure 7. The tip workspace (lime-color-dotted space) of the spherical linkage 

RCM mechanism with only a rigid shaft and the maximum penetration length 
is determined as 100 mm (that is different with other cases in our analysis). Its 

reachable workspace is fitted by a cone. The lateral height of the fitted cone 

space is denoted by h and the radius of the cone is denoted by r. (Unit: mm) 

 

Figure 8. Illustrating the controllable 3D orientations with (a) the proposed 

robot at the tip position [-135, 50, 50] and (b) spherical RCM mechanism only. 

(Unit: mm) 



  

Comparing all the three workspaces depicted in Fig. 5, Fig. 
6, and Fig. 7, it is obvious that the proposed manipulator 
system significantly increases the reachable workspace of its 
end-effector. The volume of the continuum manipulator’s 
workspace in Fig. 6 is calculated as 6.54×105 mm3 under the 
same design parameter and corresponding control input. This 
calculated result just takes about 37% of the 
previously-identified “dexterous operation area” of its 
integrated RCM mechanism. Thus, mounting to the spherical 
linkage RCM mechanism equivalently enables the continuum 
manipulator with more direction selections to translate its 
bending configurations. Due to the actual workspace volume 
for of the spherical linkage RCM mechanism with only a rigid 
shaft depends on the length of the attached instrument, thus it 
varies case by case and we do not make a numerical 
comparison here. 

Figure 8(a) shows all the possible orientations of the 
instrument tip controlled by the proposed robot at one example 
tip point. Given any positions within the reachable workspace, 
we can theoretically calculate all the possible tip orientations 
based on the following derivations building upon Eqs. (1)–(5). 
These orientations are described in the local coordinate system 

t t t to x y z of the tip as seen in Fig. 9. 

First, the given position in the global coordinate system is 
presented by x = [x, y, z]T and its forward derivation is given 
by Eq. (3). Then, we derive the coordinates of the tip location 
in Fig. 9; the following transformations apply. 

a)  The coordinates in the bending-only configuration are 

 -1 -1= ( , )c c    R Rx  y x d                          (6) 

where  
T

0 0 dd = ; this step eliminates the effect of 

translational displacements. 

b)  The coordinates in 2D bending plane (exactly what we 
see in Fig. 9) are 

1 = ( , )  c c c  Rx z x                               (7) 

Suppose that  
T

 = 0c c cx z  x which is described by x 

= [x, y, z]T, then 
2 2

2

c c
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x z
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The last step is to describe the tip orientation in its local 
coordinate system. We suppose there is a unit vector st as seen 
in Fig. 9. By use of similar triangle calculations, we can have 
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s                          (9) 

Then, the tip orientations of this continuum manipulator 
system are formulated by 

( , )c t R Rs = z s                            (10) 

Figure 8(b) is given for comparisons, which illustrates all 
the orientations restrained at the origin. This is considered to 
be one drawback of the single RCM mechanism. In contrast, 
the proposed robot system enables the manipulator tip locally 
adjusting its orientation in almost parts of its workspace. 
According to Eq. (10), given any position x = [x, y, z]T within 
the workspace, all the possible orientations can be calculated. 

B. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) 

The curved-leg planar spring is for the first time 
introduced for continuum manipulator design in this paper. In 
order to study its compliance characteristics, here we employ 
the FEA technique. The FEA simulation of the planar spring is 
conducted using the commercial software package ANSYS®. 
Two types of loads are applied to the central platform and the 
ring base is fixed, thus generating the rotational and 
translational deflections (see Fig. 10). All the important 
features of deformation of the part are obtained in static 
structural analysis environment. 

According to the simulation results, both translational and 
rotational compliance are revealed in Fig. 11, where we can 
see that the lateral translational compliance is equal to 
4.6×10-4 m/N and the out-plane rotational compliance is equal 
to 2.37°/(N.mm). Those values are calculated via the robust 
regression technique. Besides, the plotted figures confirm that 
the deflections scale linearly with the applied loads. 

V. PRELIMINARY TEST AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, we describe an overview of preliminary 
tests validating the design. The continuum manipulator 

 

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the bending configuration of a continuum 
manipulator (l in length and λ in bending angle) in 2D plane. 

 
 

Figure 10. FEA simulations: (a) translational and (b) rotational deflections 

when force and moment respectively apply. 

(b)(a)
 

Figure 11. Numerical results of FEA simulations. The robust regression 
technique is used to predict (a) translational and (b) rotational compliance. 

 



  

skeleton and spherical linkages are fabricated using a rapid 
prototyping machine. The entire system is built as seen in Fig. 
12. This continuum manipulator system with an RCM 
mechanism as a whole exhibited motion of the remote center 
around the center of the sphere. By separately actuating the 
continuum manipulator itself, the system further increases 
maneuverability. Owing to the redundant DOFs, more than 
one tip orientations can be achieved with this system when 
fixing the manipulator tip at a point in workspace. The 
functionality of this proposed robotic system is validated. 

 

Figure 12. A 3D-printed prototype for preliminary tests. The two rotational 

DOFs of the spherical linkage mechanism are actuated with steering motors; 
the mounted continuum manipulator is articulated via there tendons. 

 

            
 

Figure 13. Continuum manipulator bending tests. 

Figure 13 shows the bending tests of the continuum 
manipulator. The profile of the continuum manipulator 
backbone fits a constant curve, whilst remaining the same 
backbone length during bending.  When the manipulator is 
activated for bending deflections, the compliance is exhibited, 
however, the stiffness seriously limited. This will become a 
problem when exacting a certain force inside the body, even 
combining the spherical linkages is of no help. Next, the 
continuum manipulator is actuated via three tendons, thus, it 
can be deflected in 3D space. We know that the spherical 
linkage mechanism has one rotational DOF about the rigid 
shaft. This DOF actually can be eliminated in order to reduce 
the mechanical actuation complicity, and it will also 
potentially simplify the control scheme. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper presents the conceptual design of a continuum 
manipulator system integrated an RCM mechanism. The 
kinematics of the entire system is derived. Based on 
workspace analysis, it reveals that this robot not only enlarges 
the reachable workspace but also increases the operational 
dexterity, which indicates the potential to benefit the MIS 
procedures. A 3D-printed prototype has been built for 
preliminary tests. Future work will be focused on further 
improving the system integration and optimizing the design 
according to the requirements of specific MIS cases and 

practical design specifications. Besides, a metallic physical 
prototype will be fabricated for further experiments. 
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